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CS554BMP TYPE TELEPHONE SETS 
(Card No. 2) 

SEE RATINGS 
BELOW 

Each consists of a common battery, modular type wall set, each having a snap -on cover. Volume of ringer may be changed manually by means of an arm 
projecting from the underside of the cover and can be silenced by removing the cover and making a minor adjustment . 

Dial sets are arranged to suppress dialing induction into radio receiving sets. 
Intended for individual lines, two-party selective flat rate, two-party selective message rate (tip and ring), divided code ringing, non-selective party lines, 

four-party semiselective, regular PBX stations, and No. 750A and 755A PBX keyless stations . May also be used in certain cases on common 
battery lines instead of local battery talking , common battery signaling telephone sets, and the associated local battery. 

Furnished wired for all of the above services except tip party selective dial message rate, tip party flat rate automatic ticketing, tip party flat rate 
automatic message accounting, and zone registration . May be arranged for these services by rearranging the ringer connections. 

For sale to the customer in its entirety (the housing 88 well 88 the transmission and signaling components) . 
Equipped with an H4DU-61W cord in a 12-foot length. 
A manufacturer 's warranty and customer installation and repair instructions are included with each telephone set . 
Initial use: Single-line modular rotary dial wall telephone set for customer sales. 

Code No. 
CS554BMP -50 
CS554BMP -56 
CS554BMP -58 

Comcode 
102 411 236 
102 411 261 
102 411 279 

Color 
Ivory 

Yellow 
White 

Dial 
9CA-50 
OCA-56 
9CA-58 

Hand Set 
Gl5AW -50 
Gl5AW -56 
Gl5AW -58 

Rating 
A.T .&T.Co.Std . 

In addition to the apparatus listed, each set contains a C4A Network, a No. 523A3 Plug (for 
mounting on wall base plate) , and No. 616C (handset) Jack . 
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